CHICAGO UNITED FOR EQUITY
2022 FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM GUIDE
What does it take to build a Chicago that is responsive and accountable to
communities of color? For generations, we’ve lived and challenged racial disparities
on every policy issue. Getting to transformative change requires us to work together
across issues and sectors, to address root causes of the systems that harm us. The
CUE Fellowship is a space for racial justice advocates to reflect, recharge, and
strategize on what it will take to build transformative change for the city we love.

WHAT IS THE CUE FELLOWSHIP?

CUE is a reflective learning community. We believe that our best learning happens
through relationships and action. Our nine-month program has three parts:
Monthly Saturday Workshops, a space to share our stories and experiences,
explore and interrogate equity frameworks, and strategize together on challenges
our city is facing;
People’s Policy School, a monthly public programming series to explore current
issues and how they relate to the history and structure that defines Chicago
policymaking; and
CUE Projects, team projects led by Senior Fellows in collaboration with our partner
organizations, where we practice community-led policymaking and build public
accountability for racial equity. Project examples include Racial Equity Impact
Assessments, the 2019 Vote Equity Project, and People’s Budget Chicago.
WHO IS CUE LOOKING FOR?

We look for Fellows to come into this work with:
Curiosity, as lifelong learners interested in learning from one another
Creativity, to imagine, create, and collectively vision for a better future
Collaboration, recognizing that transformational work is always rooted in the collective
Commitment, building relationships by sharing the work and moving at the pace of trust
Courage, to put values into action to challenge systems that have brought us to this point.

CHICAGO UNITED FOR EQUITY
2022 FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM GUIDE
In our fourth cohort, we welcome Fellows sponsored by an organization or by CUE:
Sponsored by an organization

Sponsored by CUE

Fellows are part of an organization engaged in
Chicago’s policy landscape, including media,
research, philanthropy, advocacy, or
government.

Fellows have deep roots and connection to
their communities, either through an existing
community-based organization, through a
local school council or other community
leadership role, or without a formal
organization or role. These Fellows work to
build power within their communities or
neighborhoods by working with neighbors to
grow their community’s voice and role in
Chicago policymaking.

These Fellows are sponsored by their
organization, as part of the organization’s
wider commitment to building racial equity in
our civic ecosystem.

WHAT ELSE SHOULD I KNOW?

We fund the CUE Fellowship in
alignment with our vision for
transforming power. Institutions and
organizations that have a candidate
selected for the CUE Fellowship
contribute to the cost of the program
on a sliding scale based on the
organization’s annual revenue. Program
costs can be defrayed through
professional development funds, and
are the sole responsibility of the
sponsoring organization.
Fellows sponsored by CUE are paid a stipend of $3,000 for the typically unpaid or
underpaid labor of bringing together neighbors to build civic power.

Important Dates
Nov 16, 2021 | Information Session
Nov 30, 2021 | Application Closes
Dec 4 & 9, 2021 | Selection Days

Jan 2022 | Fellowship Offers Extended
Feb 2022 | Public Announcement & Kick Off
Mar - Nov 2022 | Fellowship Workshops

